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THE TROIDINI BIRDWING PROJECT

Objective: Applied research into the breeding and conservation of Troidini Birdwing Butterflies, in 

particular Wallace’s Golden Birdwing Ornithoptera croesus.

There are eleven species of Birdwing Ornithoptera sp along with various related members in the 

Papilionid tribe Troidini e.g. Trogontoptera, Atrophaneura (d’Abrera 2003). These butterflies constitute 

some of the largest and most striking butterflies in the world.  Their distribution is centred in Indonesia 

and Australasia.  Many of them have severely restricted distributions in the wild and all of them are 

threatened with extinction in the coming decades (IUCN Database 2018).  All are are CITES II listed 

except O. alexandrae that is CITES I.  

Wallace’s Golden Birdwing Ornithoptera croesus was discovered by Alfred Russel Wallace in 1855.  

The male croesus is 5” across and has a striking copper metallic colour while the larger female is a pale

translucent white and black.   Wallace was a Welshman born in Usk, Monmouthshire in 1823.  He came

up with the theory of Natural Selection in the island of Halmahera where croesus is found.  This idea 

came independent of Darwin with whom he co-wrote the first paper on Natural Selection in 1858.  

One of the main problems for researching birdwings are the permits to obtain live pupae despite their 

being farmed is getting more and more difficult.  We support the view that if rare butterflies can be 

farmed they should be, firstly because it brings their price down and secondly the farming will keep 

them from going extinct as a species.  So some of this project will be on the practicalities of importing 

CITES species in the first place.  Ultimately this might not be possible with croesus but should be 
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feasible with other more widespread taxa such as O. priamus and Troides species.

Importance of research

The conservation of any species is by preserving its own habitat.  Coconut and nutmeg plantations are 

the key destroyers of habitat in the Moluccas with oil palm being prominent in Papua New Guinea. 

However, with the growing population and scarcity of resources in Indonesia these butterflies go un-

noticed and there would be no objections to change of land use for developers if they were found 

present.  In the case of Birdwing butterflies, there are so many different varieties on each island group 

that it is inevitable that some will be lost in the future.   We want to develop a husbandry protocol where 

resource-rich countries interested in ex-situ conservation of these butterflies can succeed.  This 

document is for organisations interested in preserving the species and should not be used for breeding 

butterflies to kill for pinning.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1a. to develop a protocol for the ex situ husbandry of Ornithoptera croesus.

While many of these Birdwings have been farmed in their native environment including croesus, ex situ 

breeding has rarely been attempted.  The reasons for this have been the exorbitant costs of keeping a 

population of transient butterflies going in one locality.  Much of this cost is the space of food plants that

require tropical warmth.  

The research will document all the successful practices needed to rear O. croesus from egg to adult 

imago.  

I) what food plants does it choose to lay on.  Does the food plant reject the egg and make it go mouldy 

as we have observed with A. semperi?  What food plants can the larvae go through on.  Can the 

caterpillars survive on cut leaves or stems placed in water? (some butterflies and moths do not do well 

on leaves in water). At what instar do the caterpillars start eating the stems of the Aristolochia vines if at
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all?  Are the caterpillars vulnerable to viruses and bacteria or are they resistant to these like their South 

American relatives Parides are?  Do the caterpillars prefer old leaves to young leaves?   Are the 

caterpillars cannibalistic in captivity either with each other or just with the pupae or not at all?  Does O. 

croesus fly well under plastic that has ultraviolet light transmission or does it perform better under glass.

Does it perform courtship in the display?  Are the males territorial in the display?

These are the questions we will answer but it is often the unforeseeable observations that are the most 

valuable discoveries in such experiments.  All the notes on the experiment will be published in the 

technical section of our website.    

1b. to identify the range of host plants that O. croesus and its relatives can use.

The first phase of this research is to source and build up a collection of suitable host vines to a size that

is large enough to breed caterpillars on.  All birdwings feed on Aristolochia Birthwort host plants.  These

vines contain Aristolochic acids that are poisonous to predators.  The caterpillars store these poisons 

as do the butterflies.  While their Aristolochia food plants in the wild are now known, few of these vines 

are in cultivation.  Work in Australia with Ornithoptera richmondi suggests there are differential success 

rates with local Aristolochia and some introduced ones from S. America such as Aristolochia elegans 

which kill the caterpillars.

A key factor in breeding birdwings ex situ will be developing the successful horticultural protocols 

needed for growing and propagating Aristolochias.  Birdwing caterpillars eat prodigious amounts of food

plant.  These vines have taken us years to get fully established.  Each plant has to be learnt what it 

special requirements are.  We give the results of what we have learnt below.  

RESULTS

2a.  Growing the food plants.  Right from opening the butterfly house in 2002, we have engaged 

in growing and trying new Aristolochia food plants for Birdwing relatives, mainly Parides. Please note 

that these plants are highly toxic and the caterpillars maybe even more so.
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Hardy collection

A. manshuriensis 

A. griffithii 

A. macrophylla 

A. contorta 

A. baetica 

A. shimadai

All of above are hardy though A. griffithii and shimadai are borderline.

Tropical Aristolochia 

A. tagala 

A. gaudichaudii 

A. triangularis 

A. gilberti . A. grandiflora, (exp)

2b.  Findings on how to grow Aristolochia Food Plants – A summary

These are our findings from growing and propagating the host plants for Troidini Swallowtails.

i)    Avoid slugs and snails when small at all costs.  These can keep your plants repressed for years.

ii)  Plant in shade outside when 4 foot plus and avoid strong sunlight at first.  Mature vines thrive in full sun 

later.  Smaller-leaved species such as A. baetica can tolerate shade all their lives.

iii) Hardy species vulnerable to red spider mite in flight house

iv) Hardy Aristolochia grown outside will rot within short time if placed in warm, humid flight area.

v) Large-leaved hardy species such as manshuriensis/griffithii are very difficult from cuttings with success 
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rates at 1 in 40.  Try 6” cuttings in coarse pebbles 10mm diameter to prevent from rotting in shade away from

molluscs.

vi) Assuming molluscs are kept away from the small plants, it takes four to five years to get a sizeable plant 

ready for caterpillar production.

vii) To grow in tubs, we use wood chip mixed with 12-18 mo Osmocote fertiliser at the maximum rate to 

overcome the high carbon in the compost.  Pile the potting compost high up as it will sag with time as the 

micro-organisms break it down.  This is our preferred peat-free compost and we have used it on all plants 

successfully save Rutaceae.  It is a living soil full of fungi and bacteria that promote healthy plant growth. 

Wood chip can be pine or spruce or any broadleaf tree though Leylandii and Larch chip should be avoided.

3. Findings of breeding related Troidini Swallowtails.

3a. Breeding of Parides arcas, iphidamas and photinus.

All of these lay on A. triangularis and A. baetica.  Unless you have multiple copies of host plants, it is best to 

feed the caterpillars leaf by leaf in boxes.  This is because the caterpillar even as 3rd instars start biting 

through the stems to eat them.  They can cut to the ground even large well-established host vines.  As they 

are used to eating dead leaves from this behaviour in the wild, the caterpillars are best fed old leathery 

leaves that don’t wilt.  The females lay in the afternoon generally at the bottom of the host plant on the old 

leaves.  Caterpillars will cannibilise the fresh pupae so each pupa should be removed from the box as soon 

as it’s hardened off.  Altogether these, and other related birdwings, are high maintenance butterflies to rear.

3b. Research collaboration into why Cattlehearts Parides arcas eat the stems of their Aristolochia host

plants.  Many members of the Birdwing tribe Troidini have caterpillars that bite through the host plant stem 

often killing large portions of it.  This peculiar behaviour appears to jeopardise their own food source and that

of their siblings.  To find out why, we teamed up with Professor Robert Nash, a phytochemist affiliated with 

Aberystwyth University, who did much of the butterfly chemical work with Miriam Rothschild while he was at 

Kew.   Our suggestion was that the plant put more toxins (Aristolochic acids) into the leaves than the stem 

and that the caterpillar as it got bigger ate the stem to avoid the toxins.  A black plastic bag full of 

Aristolochia triangularis was given to Rob Nash to do separate analysis for toxic compounds present in the 

leaves compared with the stems.  He found no difference in the concentrations of the Aristolochic acids 

toxins between the stems and the leaves.  He did find that the stems had a higher concentration of an anti-
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digestive glucosidase compound in.  Such compounds are used in plants to make them unpalatable to 

herbivores as it reduces the nutritional value of the plant.  It could be that the Parides was eating the stems 

more to store more of these compounds rendering it more indigestible to bird predators.

4. Breeding Atrophaneura semperi

Semperi is a large black and red Troidini swallowtail from The Philippines.  Out of all our Aristolochia, 

semperi only lays on A. tagala.  However this leaves of this plant produced warts underneath the eggs which 

then died.  This is a very interesting bit of plant insect defence. If we get this species to pair again, we will roll

the eggs off with a bit of water and rear them on cut leaves in boxes.  The adults of this species do not fly 

well under plastic.  Glass is better.  The adults need to be found and fed with fresh sugar water alternated 

with rain water three times a day for their first few days.  This is especially so if they are not flying in the UK 

due to lack of strong sunlight.  

5. Breeding Pharmocophagus protenor

Pharmocophagus is Madagascar’s only Troidini Birdwing.  Due to it being an outlier from the main Asian and 

American distribution, it is unique insect with large white polka dots on otherwise black wings.  It is the 

largest Troidini to have tails on the wing.  We have had three deliveries of this butterfly over the years.  

Natural courtship was observed in the display with one of these.  The pupae on the farmer’s side need more 

care.  Some appear to come in dehydrated and they need to be individually wrapped to prevent physical 

damage.

Atrophaneura semperi (Above Left) found only in The Philippines and Pharmacophagus antenor (Above 

Right) endemic to Madagascar.
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Importing Birdwings 

For importing O. croesus for research purposes, we need to obtain a CITES permits.  We have tried 

three previous imports of Troides over the years all of which failed due to the authorities on both 

countries wanting the export permit to get the import permit and vice versa.  The third attempt was 

closest as we asked the import permit to have a three week window but the vagaries of trying to get  20 

caterpillars to pupate on the right date meant that the pupae were ready on the same day the import 

permit expired so they weren’t sent. We need further work with DEFRA on dealing with this dating of 

permits which is clearly set up for long-lived animals or dead stock which have no shelf life.  It is our 

view that farming these butterflies is of value in terms of saving them.  While they are expensive now 

some selling for 50 – 200 USD, their price would fall to that of a Morpho peleides equally beautiful but 

only 3 USD as it is mass farmed.  The species of Morpho that aren’t farmed are more expensive and 

are caught wild and killed.  Farming for living displays in the end gives a better and more regular 

income.  In the future, we hope to support small-scale farming for O. croesus so it can be saved from its

habitat destruction.

6. Summary of Research Trips to Indonesia looking for farmed pupae sources of Birdwings 

(Troidini)  and observations of populations in the wild.

Three trips have been made in the last seven years to different parts of Indonesia – Bali/Lombok, Halmahera

in the Northern Moluccas (Spice Islands)  and Ambon/Seram in Central Moluccas.
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Bali/Lombok 2010. 2 weeks. Privately financed.  Visited The Balinese Butterfly house in Tambunan 

where O. priamus was very well represented.  They also bred O. priamus as well as bought them off Mr

Detani in Denpassar.   They had had O. goliath at one stage.  A butterfly breeder in Lombok was found 

breeeding Troides for one dollar each.  These would be sold for the dead market.

Birdwing pupae farmed en masse for Bali Butterfly Farm. A freshly emerged male Priam’s Birdwing 

(Ornithoptera priamus) in Bali Butterfly Park .
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Halmahera, Indonesia February 2015. 3 weeks. Privately financed.  Observed Ornithoptera 

croesus in four out of the five forest localities chosen as likely in the northern part of the island.  A 

maximum of three butterflies were seen on any one day.  Wallace’s Golden Birdwing is rare but 

probably widespread.  It does come into the secondary forest where it visits the Mussaenda trees but it 

is mostly a butterfly of the forests.  A German insect and butterfly collector living on the coast south of 

Tobelo had never seen O. croesus.   Troides criton is far more common and in one locality ca. 30 were 

seen within about an hour.  This species comes into the villages far more than croesus and can 

therefore take habitat destruction more than croesus.  The village children knew about the presence of 

caterpillars of Troides criton and showed me a vine with final instars and pupae.  Presumably these 

would be sold to the dead market.  On the Eastern arm of Halmahera, a male croesus was seen in 

2016 by the manager’s (NG) brothers. No butterfly farmers were found of O. croesus though there were

people dealing in probably the dead trade of this species. 
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A farming gap in N.W. Halmahera.  Habitat of Wallace’s Golden Birdwing Ornithoptera croesus. A male 

and female were observed at separate times in this farmer’s gap surrounded by primary rainforest at 

ca. 600 m a.s.l.  The male landed on a palm leaf for 20 minutes basking in the sun.  The female was 

seen skirting around the forest edge of the gap ten metres up.  Compared with all the other females of 

Ornithoptera, the croesus lydius form is noticeably pale like a giant Tree Nymph (Idea sp) but with a 

stronger, far more purposeful flight.  The forest was being selectively logged for timber.

The main problems for O. croesus are the coconut plantations and the ever increasing need for 

nutmeg, the plantations of which are reaching far up the sides of mountains.  
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A rare photo of a wild Troides criton caterpillar in Halmahera (20th Feb. 2015).  Adult butterfly visiting 

Bougainvillea.

Ambon/Seram, Indonesia Dec 2017. 3 weeks. Privately financed.  No Ornithoptera were seen in 

Ambon in December 2017 despite Gareth Welsh seeing them near the airport here previously.  One 

female goliath/priamus Birdwing was spotted in primary forest in Seram near the village of Tihulale.  

This individual was looking for host vines, at 4 pm in the afternoon. She was testing each plant with her 

feet searching for the right food plant about 3 m up.  No butterfly farmers of these Birdwings were 

found.

Troides hypolytus, the largest species of Troides in the world was common in places near the river and 

even in secondary forest and orchards.  Seram and Ambon harbour the most Easterly species of 

Troides Birdwing  T. oblongmaculatus, an otherwise Asian Group of Swallowtails.  In Seram, a female 

followed by a courting male was observed laying on Aristolochia aff. tagala in steep hillside nutmeg 

plantations near the primary forest boundary.  Another female was seen nearby inspecting a Birthwort 

vine.  Individuals were also seen on the road in Tihulale.  Like T. criton in Halmahera, this species easily

adapts to secondary areas where it’s food plant, A. tagala exists.  
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Some of the only photos of wild Moluccan Troides Birdwings.  Troides hypolytus (above) on Seram on a

dry river bed (18th Dec. 2017).

Troides oblongomaculatus in Seram about 2 hours into forest in Tihulale.
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